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RANGERS HERE
to
SH O R T

TA K E W O R K ;
COURSE

IN

FO RESTRY

OPENED MONDAY.

SIXTEEN

WOULD FORM GREATER UNIVERSITY
CONSOLIDATION OF INSTITUTIONS

REGISTERED

Registrations Still Progress and Men
Are Drifting in One by One—

NO. 13

sm ead

GRIDIR0N MEN

STAR

Plan for Merger of Present University, State College, School
of Mines and Normal School Gaining Impetus— State
Board of Education Commends Plan to State Leg
islature and Will Work for Its Consummation.

Twenty-seven Enrolled Last Year
— Courses Offered Are Practical

leads

FU L LB A C K CHOSEN
T A IN OF 1913 TE A M .

C A P

PLAYED THREE YEARS
One of Montana’s Greatest Defensive
Players— Played End in 1908 and
Fullback in 1909 and 1912—'Every
Grizzly W ill Return Next Year.

“ The temporary- organization shall i higher learning in the state;
Between
and 50 prominent citizens
President, Lieutenant-Governor j “ We hereby reaffirm the recommen
from all parts of the. s*ate of Montana be:
met at Helena Dec. 23, and organized Allen of Deer Lodge; .vice president, j dation of the State Teachers’ associa
“It is too early to say exactly how the Association for the Creation of a. C'. II. Morris of Havre; secretary, Miss tion in a resolution passed 20 years
At a meting of the football men held
Freda Fligelman of Helena; treasurer ago that the location in different
many will enroll la the Short Forestry j Greater University of Montana. This Edgar Maclay of Great Falls.”
places in the state of the higher edu just before the holidays, “Buck” Smead
is to be brought about by the consoli
course this year, but men are coming dation of the present isolated institu
The state board of education, after j cational institutions have proved it was chosen to captain the 1913 team.
in every day, and there is no reason tions of higher learning, the university, giving a hearing to the representatives self ’a great mistake,’ if not, indeed, His electio was unanimous.
as then stated, ‘a crime against the
This past season was “Buck’s” third
why the class will not be a Jarge one,” the agricultural college, the normal of this resolution, unanimously adopted
educational interests of the state, and
year on the varsity. In 1908 he played
said Professor 'Kirkwood, head of the. j school and the school of mines at some >
that this association pledges itself to
forestry department, when asked con- j city which is desirably situated. The;
co-operate in every honorable way at end and in 1909 at fullback. Then
cerning the prospects of the short |plan is supported by the proposed con- j
with the state board of education with after a two years’ vacation, he. returned
course in forestry which opened Mon- j version of the plans and equipment
the new association for the creation
that would otherwise be abandone d into I
of a greater University of Montana,
day, January 6th.
a system of polytechnic high schools.
and with all good citizens to bring
A comprehensive outline of the j
about the consolidation in some suit-1
change sought to be effected is given I
able city in the state of the four statej
in the constitution and by-laws of the
educational institutions of higher!
association, organized at that timej
learning. And
before the meeting of the board. This I
“Whereas, An appropriate, immedi
follows:
ate as well as permanent Income will
The name of the organization shall |
be vitally essential to the success of I
ho ‘’The Association for the Creation |
the greater University of Montana,
of a Greater University of Montana.” I
“We hereby further recommend that
“The purpose of this association
there be submitted to the vote of the
shall be:
people of the state, as an integral part
“1. To consolidate the four highe"
of the consolidation plan, a constitu- I
educational institutions of the state'
tional amendment providing an ade- j
in order to prevent the educational J
quate mill tax for the support of
higher education in Montana.”
and financial waste brought about by
the maintenance
of
separate ana |
Faculty Resolution.
isolated institutions.
The faculty of the university unan- |
“ 2. To establish, instead of the j
imously adopted the following reso
four institutions, a greater University
lution:
of Montana to- be situated in or near
Whereas, The state board of edu
some city suitable by reason of its
railroad connections, climate and water j
cation has unanimously approved and
and health conditions to be a great
adopted resolutions, presented by rep- |
seat of learning.
resentative citizens of this state, fav
“ 3. To work for the creation of a
oring the consolidation of the four
splendid system of polytechnic high
state institutions of higher education,
schools which are at the present time
and pledging the board to use all hon
DR. E. B. C R A IG H EA D .
so much needed; this to be brought
orable means to bring it about; and,
Executive of Present University.
aoout by means of (a) the utilization I
Wthereas, We believe said consolida
of all the present plants that would j
otherwise be abandoned, (b) the utili--1 resolutions recommending that the leg tion would prove to be the greatest
“ BUCK” SMEAD.
PROFESSOR J. E. K IRKW O OD.
zation of the. military post at Fort As- j islature consolidate the institutions possible agency for the adequate or
Captain 1913 Grizzlies.
sinniboine if the government turns it and pledging the members to do all ganization and development of higher
Head of Department of Forestry.
over to the state; (c) the establishment within their power to encompass the education in Montana, and would re
last fall and the fullback position fell
Sixteen rangers had registered b y ! of similar schools in other sections of result sought.
sult in establishing one of the fore
Among those who addressed the most institutions in the United States; to him as an inherent right.
Thursday morning, but each day will j the state as they may from time to
His work at defense was a leading
state board were Bishop Naphtali Lucsee an addition to the registration for i time be needed.
We, the faculty of the University
“4. To impress on the attention of cock of Helena, Judge O. F. Goddard of Montana, in hearty accord with feature of the Grizzlies’ playing in
the course and more men will come,
rhilanthropic persons, especially men of Billings, J. R. Wharton of Butte, O. said resolutions, express our desire to every game. He was the reinforcing
in all this week.
S. Warden of Great Falls, Senator W.
Last year twenty-seven men took |of great means, the desirability of aid- j B. George of Billings, O. F. Wads co-operate in every appropriate way rod in the concrete wall o f defense.
The heavy line plunging met with in
ing
the
development
of
the
University
i
the short course in forestry and all j
with the state board of education and
of Montana, through the provision of worth of Great Falls, C. F. Morris of
many o f the games would 'have netted
spoke highly o f the advantages it gave ! buildings and endowments.
with the faculties of other state insti
Havre, Dr. Maria Dean of Helena.
more points against the varsity had
them. The. aim of this course is to be
Branches of this organization are be tutions to bring about the consum
“5. To arouse, public sentiment in
it not been for one “Buck” crouching
■practical, to supply the special needs I favor of education and to arouse the ing organized in every town in the mation of the proposed plan,
behind the line, “ talking it up” to his
of the forest rangers and the officials i enthusiasm of the people to the un state.
Resolved, that, copies of these, resoteam mates and getting in with them
of the forestry service have warmly |surpassed educational possibilities of
To Hold Convention.
on every tackle.
(Continued on Page 6.)
testified concerning its efficiency.
the great commonwealth of Montana.
The association will hold a delegate!
convention at Helena some time in
January to present the matter before |
the legislature, and urge the enact
ment of the legislation necessary to
rebuild the educational system of
Montana. According to the citizens
advocating the change, the sentiment
The celebration of Hi Jinx was bet
overwhelmingly in
Nat Little made the hit of the even
The Freshmen won another victory a minimum wage, to be operative in of the state is
ter than usual this year, under the ing in “The Virtuoso’s Die-butt.” Not
favor
of
consolidation,
and
they
are
workshops,
factories,
and
department
when three of their number were
hopeful of success at the coming ses management of E. Pat Kelley. An only was he perfectly darling in his
chosen to represent the university in stores, should be provided for by law.” sion.
elaborate program was elaborately pre curls and ribbons, flowery gown ajid
The same team will represent the
the annual debate with the State Col freshmen in their debate with the Endorsed by Teachers’ Association.
sented to an enthusiastic audience in satin pumps, but the graceful posing
the assembly hall. The “over-chewer” and dancing accompanying his song
lege. The freshmen completely out sophomores.
At the meeting of the Montana State
by the band included a medley of fa “Bring Me a Rose,” was a cross be
classed their competitors. Two of the
As soon as the exact statement of |Teachers’ association in Missoula, De
contestants were veteran debaters. the question is received from Pullman cember 27, resolutions favoring the miliar college strains calculated to put tween the accompaniments of the fairThey were unable to cope with the the try-out for the debate with th e1consolidation of the state institutions the audience in a receptive mood for |est co-ed and Julian Eltinge. He re-,
younger men who had spent time Washington State College will be held. Iwere reported by a committee consist the uplifting messages of the other sponded to an encore, and retired to
ing of President J. M. Hamilton of the
The “Re-mains” of the
studying the subject.
Since the question for debate with the |Agricultural college, Mrs. Sara Morse, performers.
private life The “Bug Busters,” won
Long and Templeton were the two Washington school is the same Mon- ] superintendent of schools of Yellow minstrels by L. Hunt and R. H. Weid- derfully arrayed in monks’ garb with
rnan
was
a
clever
skit,
originally
con_
chosen to debate for the university. tana one, debates with the State Col stone county, George F. Downer, su
|drawn cowls wrested some extremely
Their classman, Alva Baird, was lege, Professor Palmer plans to accept perintendent of schools of Butte, G. cocted and effectively produced. In
good music from their mandolins. Pos
nocent
bystanders
were
perfectly
safe
T.
Bramble,
superintendent
of
schools
chosen alternate.
the affirmative with Washington State
The men are already preparing for College. This will make the debates of Philipsburg, and Professor L. C. from the shots fired by the weary sibly the most impressive part of their
the debate with the State College a triangular arrangement for Montana. Plant of the university. These reso minstrels, judging from the accuracy acta ws the moment they put back
which comes in February. It is hoped The two teams will secure much prac lutions which were adopted by the with which they hit the persons and their cowls and sang several of the
association with but one dissenting institutions at which they were aimed.
that they will retreive the defeat given tice in debating with each other.
I Tarsiey classics.
vote are as follows:
A bit of quick costume exchange pro
Baird and Long debated for the
the university last year in the first
“Vacant-cies Filled” gave opportu
“ Whereas, The state board of edu
annual debate with the college. The Stevensville High School last year. cation has unanimously voted to rec- I duced “Spud” Wiedman in kilties—a nity for many varied effects in imuniversity team will uphold the nega Templeton debated for the Oklahoma ommend to ' -e legislature the con- i most delectable combination.
Dainty, petite and utterly charming,
(Continued on Page Six)
tive of the question: “Resolved, that State (Normal School.
solidation of the four institutions of

lit
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public good Montana can possess.
It is immaterial where this univer
' Pronounced "Ki-meen.” This is a sity is located. It need not “consoli
word taken from the language of the
Selish tribe and means writing, or date” with any town1. It will be ,a
something in black and white.
city in itself:
—
Published on Thursday of every week
This is not the first time consolida
j Conditions in Law Library
by the Associated Students of the Uni
tion has been suggested. One man
versity of Montana.
The popular “ Belmont” notch Collar
|virtually martyred himself by suggejst- j Worse Than in Fourth
made in self striped Madras.
2 for 25c
T H E EDITORS.
|ing consolidation. The plan will be op
Class
Depot.
Carl C. Dickey, ’14...... Editor-In-Chief
Lewis W. Hunt, ’15....Managing Editor posed of course. Those people live, for
Mildred Ingalls, ’13....Associate Editor themselves and not for others. They
Merle Kettiewell, ’15.... Society Editor
(The following communication was
Winnlfred Feighner, ’08, Alumni Editor live for their towns and not in the
Gladys Huffman, ’13........ Local Editor great Treasure State.
intended for publication in the Christ
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Makers
Rose Leopold, ’ 13.....................Assistant
mas Kaimin. Owing to mechanical ex- I
Mabel Lyden, '14...... ..Exchange Editor
May the day speed when Montana
igencies it was omitted from that issue.
will have an institution worthy of jer The recent plan for consolidation of ]
REPORTERS.
The Sm oke House
name—the Treasure State!
■the state college makes its publication
G. O. Baxter, ’15 Gertrude Zerr
------AND-----R. H. Wledman, ’13 Lucius Forties, ’15
now even more timely and significant.) j
R. W. Wells, ’13 Lulu Wright, '16
Carl c. Glick, ’14 F. D. Richter, ’15
ONE A R G U M E N T.
Bernice Selfridge, T5
When the kindness of Mrs. W. W.i
F. H. K N IS L E Y , Prop.
To classify the universities and Dixon had made a law school possible, i
Masonic Temple
BUSINESS STAFF.
colleges of the United States, and to the people of the state of Montana
Peter E. Hansen, T4...............Manager
Cigars, Tobaccos, Billiards, Pool,
through
the
legislature
of
the
state,
determine
the
relative
value
of
their
Donald Young, ’15................. Assistant
'Newspapers and Magazines
bachelor’s degree—that was the task authorized the establishment of such
Periodicals and Postcards......
Office, basement of the Library assigned by the government recently an institution. The school was tern-1
Building. Office hours, the editor,
Lowney’s Candies in Christmas
porarily
located
in
the
attic
of
Main
i
to
Dr.
Kendrick
Babcock,
its
special
Monday, 9:30 to 12; Tuesday, 2 to 4;
Packages.
Wednesday, JO to 11.
ist in education, says the Daily liall. While the classes were small, |
Pipe repairing a specialty.
In his report he put the school new and an understand-1
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance. Princetonian.
59 colleges in the first-class and desig ing generally prevalent that these con
Entered as second class mail matter at
ditions would exist only until the call- |
Missoula, Montana, under act of congress nated them as standard institutions, ing of the next session of the legis
161 in the second-class, 84 in the third
of March 3, 1879.
lature, everything was smooth sailing
class and 4 in the fourth.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 9, 1913
Dr. Babcock’s study is in reality a in the law department. The recent an
study of bachelor’s degrees. What-) nouncement made by the retiring at- j
ever the result the government ex torn ay general to the effect that after
pert went about his work in a thor the usual expenditures from our total I
He who thinks he can find in
CAPITAL. AND SURPLUS
ough manner. His real work consisted resources have been made, there will
$400,000.00
himself the means of doing without
of personal visits to large graduate be available for the educational in- j
A Savings Department in
schools, conferences with their deans, stituflons, a sum, the University’s proothers is much mistaken; but he
Connection
and inspection of the work of students porticn of which will be about $25,000 j
who thinks that others cannot do
F. S. L U S K ..................President
to see how they stood the test of per year, makes it advisable for us to I
without him is still more mistaken.
call attention to the conditions at
F. H. ELMORE . Vice-President
transplanting.
present existing in connection w ith!
— Le Rauchecafald.
E. A. N EW LO N ..............Cashier
The first class is defined as follows:
the law school.
H. S. H O L T ..........Asst Cashier
Institutions whose graduates ordinThe school is located in two rooms, I
arially would be, able to take master’s
CONSOLID A TIO N .
of about twenty by twenty-five feet ■
degrees at any of the larger graduate
floor space, and not over twelve feet j
I schools in one year after receiving
in height in the highest place, run
Whether or not the state institu
their bachelor’s degree. In this list
Have you seen the beautiful
tions of higher education should be of standard colleges are 44 endowed ning down with the slope of the roofs
to about four feet less at the sides |
consolidated is not a debatable, ques and private institutions and 15 state
of the rooms. Each of these rooms j
tion. He who argues against the universities. The list follows:
is fitted with one real window apiece, I
Amherst,
Barnard,
Beloit,
Bowdoin,
merger must use sophistry to advance
and two smaller ones which resemble!
now on display at this store?
Bryn
Mawr,
U.
of
California,
Cathothe aperature in the famous Blac<\. j
bis own selfish interests.
I lie University, U. of Chicago, Colgate,
State officials have argued econ U. of Colorado, Columbia, Cornell, Hole in Calcutta. Beside each win- j
dow a radiator has been placed. These i
omy yet they have ne.ver considered Dartmouth, Goucher, Grinnell, Ham
are turned on early each morning ex
the fact that in some instances they ilton, Harvard, Haverford, U. of Illi cept Sunday, and serve to provide a
Complete House and Office Fur
were paying instructors to teach the nois, Indiana, U. of Iowa, Johns Hop screen o f warm air over each window
nishings.
kins, U. of Kansas, Knox, Lafayette, so that it is impossible to secure a :
same subjects in four state institu
Leland Stanford, Lake Forest, Lehigh, current of fresh air through the rooms, j
tions. The state provides $75,000 a M. I. T., U. of Michigan, U. of Minne
The two real windows are placed in !
year to run the school o f mines in sota, U. of Missouri, Mt. Holyoke, U. I little cubby-holes in the corners of the j
of
Nebraska,
Northwestern,
Oberlin,
Butte. The same courses could be
j rooms so that even if a draught were
given at the university or at the state Ohio State, Pennsylvania, Princeton, produced through them and the doors, I
Purdue,
R’ensellaer,
Polytechnic, the larger part of the rooms would j
college by the addition of one instruc
Smith, Stevens, U. of Texas, Tufts, still have no air. The small windows
tor to either faculty. That one merger U. of Vermont, Vanderbilt, Vassar,
at the ends of the rooms are not pro
$1.00 Fountain Pen
alone would save the state about $70,- Virginia, U. of Washington, Wash vided with cords, and the top sashes
Each one guaranteed—if not
ington
University,
Wellesley,
Wesley
000 a year.
are screwed shut so that it is impos
satisfactory may be exchanged
an, Western Reserve, Williams, U. of sible to lower them. As a consequence,
or money refunded.
To eliminate useless duplication and
Wisconsin, Yale, (except Shef.)
as the warm, possibly germ-laden car-I
quadruplication of courses by consoli
Self-fillers,
$1.50
I Coming now to the colleges of the bon dioxide from the lungs of twenty- j
dating all colleges into one great uni second class we arrive at the vital
five men is exhaled it goes up and1
versity will work a great economy in part of the report, the cause of the finds lodgement in the top of the room. |
future years. Nor can this duplica ! cries of protest from various parts of It is impossible to remove it because!
114 E. Main S t Missoula, Mont.
tion be eliminated in any other way. the country. Here is the way this the atmosphere of the room is rarely j
class is described by Dr. Babcock— cooled1, and as has been explained be
To expect a man to go to school to
Institutions whose graduates would fore, the situation and the size of the
study agriculture and that alone, is probably require for master's degrees Iwindows, added to the location of the
absurd. He must study other things. more than one year of regular work radiators, makes ventilation impos
The demand for a broad education has in one of the strong graduate schools. sible. This, however, is not all. In
forced technical institutions to become I No matter how or whom it hurts the the side of each room, next to the
C A P IT A L ................. $200,000.00
list for the present stands, and while floor, is the opening of a large air
SU R P L U S................
50,000.00
almost universities in fact.
it is not complete as given below it shaft. Out of this exudes a constant
For all the money spent by the state includes all those on the full list that column of exquisitely putrid air. * Up
Officers
in higher education she has had little are of interest in the east. The fol from the two lower floors and the
J. M. Keith . . . . President
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
basement, through the shaft of the
return. Nearly as many students lowing were included.
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
Bates, Colby, Franklin and Marsh- stairs, comes the warm, foul air of
have received their degrees at other
R. C. Giddings, Asst Cashier
I all, Georgetown, Hobart, Holy Cross, numerous classrooms, officers, etc.
state institutions as the Montana col
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Maine, College of the City of New There are no overhead ventilators in
leges have graduated. The state in I York, New York University, Penn- the roof of Main hall, so this air ac
Savings Deposits.
stitutions are provincial schools. They |sylvania State, Rochester, Rutgers, cumulates from day to day, through
have been supported by the state but Sheffield, Scientific School, Swarth- the college year, surges in to the two |
serve only the people of one locality. more, Syracuse, Trinity, Union Wells. small law rooms and adds to the al
ready congested conditions there.
The people of the state do not look
j The absence, of Montana from the If twenty five able-bodied men were
upon the university as a state school.
list of first-class institutions is an placed in such a place under order of
a court, with nothing to do but to ex- I
It is the “University of Missoula” A
other argument for consolidation.
ist, it would be pronounced a public
state “daily” a few days ago called
outrage by every public spirited jour
the University of Montana the “Uni
The wagging tongue of fact says nalist in the northwest. We might
versity of Missoula” One third of the that the “smoking” tradition will not well expect to see vigorous editorial j
C A P IT A L .................. $200,000.00
50,000.00
students attending the university last go up in smoke even if the Canine denunciation of a government that | SU RPLU S.................
year were residents of Missoula. An has been furnishing a large amount. would permit such conditions to ex- j
ist. But consider the law student. He j
other third were from the western part
G. A. Wolf . . President
Why not consolidate the Universi^ is invited to come to a higher edu -;
of the state.
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier
and the state penitentiary? We would cation of learning, to pursue advanced i
The new university will lack the
get more money and we would get collegiate work, under presumably ideal j
narrow prejudices and the pettiness more “ students?”' Or would it be conditions. He finds a splendid law
library, and a remarkably adequate
existent in the state institutions to better—
law faculty. He is invited into a
day. It will be big; it will be broad;
G E N ER A L ELE C TR IC
cozy little library, which glows com
S U PPLIES
They say profanity is a lost art.
it will be cosmopolitan. It will com
fortably in the warm afternoon sun of
Construction and Repairs, Fix
mand the respect o f the state and the Then why are they •organizing the early September. He cheerfully pays
tures, Bells, Batteries, etc.
Clean Language league? Profanity is
a very reasonable tuition fee, buys l
nation.
a lost art, because it isn’t art any
Phones: Ind. 1602; Bell 528-Black
It will be the greatest instrument for more.
318 H iggin, Avenue.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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;“ BLACK HOLE
OF C A LC U TTA ”

ARROW

C O L L A R S

Post Office News Stand

THE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK

Hand-painted China

LUCY & SONS

Our Special

LISTER’S

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAYINGS BANK

Henley, Eigeman
and Company

G rocers

A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

Vienna Cafe
Next to Grand Theater, on Main
Street

For a Good Meal We
Excel
PRICES REASONABLE

Try our famous coffee.
day and night

Open

Phil Kenny, Prop.

Owen Kelly
K E Y W E S T AN D D O M E 8T IC
CIGARS

Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco

and

Cigarettes

Agents for Johnson’s 8weet
Chocolates. “ Meet me at Kelly’s.”

The Home Plate
Pool Room
Key West and Domestic
Cigars, Pipes and To
bacco, Fine Candies

Barber

Marshall

GOOD

THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

The Model Laundry

M. NESB1T
Agenl for University Students.

Ten per cent discount to
students if bills are settied before the 10th of
the month.

THE
WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK

J. A. CAVANDER

Paint Often
Works W onders
in covering defects—an athletic
implement may look pretty, and
the cheaper it is, generally the
prettier it looks. All Spaudling
athletic implements are made
primarily for use—good looks
are secondary.
Catalogue free.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, i

28-30 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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SUBMITTED PLAN FOR A GREATER UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

This com
The plan for the new university, as staff may be maintained. It is not tained. If these schools be inade- 1 eries, and scientific laboratories es man of this committee.
read to the state board of education, necessary to point to the fact that one quately supported, the very foundation tablished to discover the cause and mittee should have power to decide
general library is sufficient for the upon which the university rests is in cure of spotted fever and other dis upon the location of the university.
is as follows:
needs of any university however great. adequate and insecure. But Montana I eases peculiar to Montana and the Of course, competing cities will have
It is almost universally admitted Neither is it necessary to point out has magnificently provided for her j western states.
But inasmuch as no opportunity to present to the commit
alike by thoughtful men throughout that the individual student may learn common schools. Her pioneers for one knows what congress may dp, we tee their claims for the location, to
the state and by great educators more and see more' and hear more in tunately received from the national do not count with the assets of the gether with such inducements as they
everywhere that the, location in differ the atmosphere of a great university government, for their support, 5,197,000 university this reasonably hoped for may decide to offer.
We believe it possible for Montana
ent places of Montana’s higher insti center than in an isolated college. AH acres, of which 3,394,284 acres still re land grant.
to establish both a public school sys
tutions of learning is a misfortune, if these things and more are so generally main unsold. During the past year
Mistakes to Be Avoided— Campus and tem and a university more perfectly
not indeed a calamity, to the cause of conceded by educators that it seems a the state has sold 189,258 acres for $3,- !
Grounds.
organized to meet the needs of the
higher education. If the Agricultural waste of time even to call attention to 063,875 approximately, $16.20 per acre, i
and Mechanical college at Bozeman, the them. Indeed, it is easy to show that It may be safely asserted that if these] Each of the old and great universi people than may be found in any other
state
in the union.
In the older
School of Mines at Butte, the Normal as a pure business proposition it would lands and the endowment already at ties of the east has made the colossal
college at Dillon, and the University pay the state to consolidate its higher hand from their sale are wisely han- 1 blunder of not providing an adequate states, such as Virginia, Indiana and
at Missoula could be consolidated into institutions of learning, even if the died, Montana will eventually have for campus. Harvard, Yale and Columbia Ohio, nothing short of a revplution.
one institution, the new University of present plants at Dillon, at Bozeman, the support of public schools an en have spent millions to enlarge their could clear the ground for either an
Montana would become a great seat of at Butte and at Missoula, costing ap dowment of from $50,000,000 to $100,- grounds and they are still seeking to efficient or an economical reorganiza
learning.
Largely because all the proximately $1,000,000, had to" be aban 000,000, possibly more. When one re- i enlarge them, but at an enormous tion of state schools.
The new University of Montana
higher- institutions (except normal doned. Fortunately such an apparent members that Massachusetts has an cost. Even the great state of Michi
schools) are consolidated in Minne waste of money is not at all necessary. endowment of only $5,000,000 and gan set aside for its university a would be able to avoid the blunders
of
other universities, of even so great
Every
sota, California, Illinois and Wiscon- The state needs for the perfection of a New York only $10,00,000 for the sup-1 campus of only forty acres.
•sin, the universities of these states I great school system all these1 plants— port of public schools and that other enlargement of that campus has been and so effectively organized a uni
One would versity as that of Illinois, of Wiscon
have during the past 25 years, entered one university, but many polytechnic eastern and southern states except made at heavy expense.
Texas, have far less, one sees why have expected Minnesota to avoid the sin, of Minnesota or of California. It
the very first rank among the great high schools.
is known to educators that in states
universities, and are now not inferior
The school of mines at Butte enrolls Montana having such a princely en mistakes of nearly all its predeces where the agricultural and mechanical
to Harvard or Columbia.
I about 40 or 50 students. If this insti dowment for ectnmon schools may sors, but Minnesota provided for her college is at one place and the nor
reasonably be expected to do more university a campus of only 40 or 50
In states like Virginia, Kansas, Iowa, tution were converted into a first-class for university education than states
acres.
Recently the campus of that mal college at another and the uni
7VJontana and other states where the polytechnic institute, the city of Butte forced to maintain by taxation both university has been enlarged to about versity at another, one usually sees
higher institutions of learning are alone would send to the institution public schools and a university.
100 acres, but at a cost, we are told, the spectacle of three institutions
separated, the educational work is from 300 to 500 students. It is now I
of
approximately $1,000,000.
Many striving each to become a university
Land Grants.
thrown into constant tirmoil, there is necessary for a boy, before entering the
millions more will doubtless have to in fact, if not in name. The educa
school
of
mines,
to
graduate
from
a
lamentable waste of money, of equip
The four state educational institu be spent still further to enlarge the tional work in such a state is thrown
four-year high school, and after this
But even in
ment and of teaching ability.
tions have still
unsold 269,823.20 grounds of this great and growing uni into constant turmoil.
there
is
offered
to
him
at
the
school
of
states like Wisconsin, Minnesota and
In Montana, moreover, am unusually
acres of public lands. These are the versity.
large number in proportion to our mines preparation for only one career, picked lands of the state and are
We consider that one indispensable California, where all other professional
population of boys and girls fitted that of a mining engineer. Both boys worth from $10 to $100 an acre. Five condition in the creation of a great schools have been grouped around the
for college, are attracted to the greater and girls, after finishing the grades, thousand acres of these lands have modern university is an ample campus university the schools for the train
and better equipped universities of should be able to enter the polytechnic been sold for more than $300,000, more and sufficient lands for the develop ing of teachers are located in different
In Missouri, in
other states. In cities such as Helena, I school, where preparation, not for one than $60 per acre. It may be safely ment of schools for forestry, of agri parts of the state.
Butte, Great Falls and Billings, an |career, but for a score or more, would asserted that the remaining are worth culture, of horticulture, of fruit rais Indiana and in other state the nor
overwhelming majority of high school i be offered. The normal school build at least $25 an acre, making a total ing, of dairying, and of other such mal schools are constantly raising
ings at Dillon are none too large, nay, value of approximately $7,000,000.
things demanded by a progressive their standards and are now giving
graduates are going to the great uni
I they are not half so large as many in
state.
The University of Montana college degrees and in so doing en
The
four
institutions
now
have
an
versities of other states.
croaching upon the work of the uni
dustrial-agricultural high schools of
A glance at the catalogue of some other states. As much might be said endowment from the sale of public should be located on a domain of at versity. Nor may one reasonably find
of our leading universities shows the j of the university plant at Missoula and lands of more than $1,000,000. The least 5,000 acres; a 10,000 acres do fault with the normal school. It must
A state
agricultural and mechanical college main would be far better.
following figures:
expand or die. Conditions, not theo
j of the agricultural and mechanical colStudents from Montana for the year I lege at Bozeman. They are just such and the experiment station are now re that once boasted of a single county ries, force it into conflict with the
greater
than
the
whole
of
New
Eng
ceiving
from
the
national
government
1911—Chicago university, 13; Univer J plants as would be required by a firstI university.
sity of California, 10; University of class industrial-agricultural institute, an income of $105,000 a year, equiva land, a state almost as vast in terri j The isolated normal school is necestory as the German empire, and as yet
Minesota, 12; University of Michigan, |fitting the great mass of boys and lent to an endowment of $2,500,000.
having upon this territory only 400,- |sarily provincial. The teacher, no less
37; University of Wisconsin, 13; Uni |girls for useful careers and the more Bills now pending in congress will give 000 inhabitants, should be able to set than the lawyer, the engineer, the
versity of Washington, 17: Stanford energetic and ambitious ones for the the agricultural college, the school of aside for its university a domain of ' physician, should be educated in the
mines and for the training of teachers
free liberalizing and inspiring atmosuniversity, 16.
freshman class of a good university.
10,000 acres or more.
Here the
Figures covering the entire state are. If the new university be located either an additional support of $35,000 or
The advantages that such a uni I phere of the university.
$40,000
a
year.
Not
counting
these
|
prospective
teacher meets the future
not at hand, but it may be asserted at Missoula or Bozeman, the present
versity domain would bring are in
not
yet
assured
congressional
funds,
it
I
great
leaders
of
the
state,
sees, and
that there are more Montana students |plans and equipment would suffice
calculable. Here the citizens of the
at the universities of other states perhaps for one department of the new will be seen that the consolidated Uni state would be able to see scientific i learns to know the great professors
versity
of
Montana
would
eventually
who are pushing out the frontiers of
than at our own university at Mis consolidated university. If, however,
have from the national government farming at its best and in all its knowledge; walks through the great
soula or at the Agricultural and Me I the new university should be located
and the sale of lands an endowment varieties, stock raising, fruit growing, ] libraries, art galleries and museums
chanical college at Bozeman. If you at Billings, at Great Falls, at Helena,
horticulture, agriculture, dry farming,
of more than $10,000,000.
forestry, scientific laboratories, es of the university; in short, lives in the
ask for a reason, we refer you to Su at Lewistown, or at some other city fit
M
ill
Tax.
tablished to search out the se noble and cosmopolitan atmosphere of
perintendent Largest, a member of the to be the seat of a great university,
the university with its great scholars
state board, who lives at Great Falls, the plants of each of the four institu
The great political parties of the crets of nature, to develop the indus and teachers working in many fields
and to Superintendent Nye, another tions would be still needed for the per state seem to favor a direct mill tax tries of the state, to study the cause- not in the stifling air of a narrow and
member of this board who lives at Bil fection of a great school system for the for the support of the higher institu and cure of disease, and to promote provincial school.
For example, the
lings. They are both friends of the state. Indeed, Montana would need tions of learning. Our present governor the health and happiness of the people. I advantages to be gained by the teachAt such a university the poorest boy
university and earnestly desire to see not only these secondary schools, but is a vigorous and able advocate of a
j er in a great school like that of teach
it advance, but they say our high at least two or three more, one to meet mill tax for the support of these insti or girl with brains and character and ers’ college, a department of Columbia
school graduates receive the cata • present demands on the eastern side of tutions. He has stated that Montana energy would be able to finish a uni |university, are immeasurably greater
logues of the great universities and the state; say aj: Miles City, Billings, should establish at least a one and versity career, because on a domain j than can be had in any isolated normal
noi unreasonably make up their minds or at some other suitable point; one at one-half mill tax for the support or so groat it would be possible to pro |school, however able its faculty. It is
to attend the best equipped ir.sritu- Kalispell, or at some other point in that these schools. Other states such as vide employment on the farm or in almost a liberal education to live for
beautiful and growing section, and one Nebraska and Illinois whose public the gardens or in the orchards or four years in the atmosphere o f a
tions.
elsewhere, for all students willing
in the northern part of the state.
great university such as Columbia. In
school endowment compared with
Wastefulness of Present System.
It may be mentioned in this con Montana’s is small have established to work with head or hand. The uni |the new University of Montana there
versity farms and dairies and gardens
nection
that
the
military
post
at
AsWe believe that this consolidation
a one mill tax for the support of their would supply the tables and greatly j should be established not only a colother
progressive reduce the cost of living to faculty I lege for lawyers, for engineers, for
should be effected, e.ven if the state sinniboine, upon which the government universities. In
] architects, for musicians, but also a
continue its present antiquated policy has expended $2,000,000, is now aban states like Michigan, Wisconsin and and students.
doned
to
bats
and
desolation,
and
that
college with equipment and teaching
California, where the millage tax is not
of relying upon the legislature for ade
Few
state
universities
have
been
there
is
now
pending
in
congress
a
bill
! staff adequate to train teachers for
so large, thq legislature makes special
quate support of her educational in
fortunately
located.
Many
of
them
to
turn
over
to
the
state
these
splendid
]
any
and all positions in the educationappropriations for the university of
stitutions, because one consolidated
are in mean and miserable towns
buildings and suitable grounds for the
institution may be maintained both use of a great agricultural-industrial $500,000 or more each year. Assuming without even good railroad connec j al work of the state and of the nation.
If it is important to train the physimore/economically and more efficient institute. It should, however, be noth that Montana will place herself in the tions.
We believe that the selection
ly than four separate institutions. For ing more than a secondary school, all rank of the most progressive states for a location for the university is a i cian, the lawyer, the engineer in the
example, Montana is now maintaining higher education being left to the state and establish a one and one-half mill matter of supreme importance to the Iatmosphere of the university, it is
three schools of engineering, whereas, university alone. It may be claimed tax for the support of the proposed people of the state and that expert ] equally important to give the teacher
j opportunities as good as are offered
by the addition of one professor to that to support five or six secondary university, the annual income from opinion secured after careful study of to persons preparing for the other
the engineering faculty of the univer schools and one university would cost this source after the first year of its all conditions called for and after professions.
sity, the other two schools could be the state more than is now required to enactment (it will be two years be visiting competing cities will help to
abolished. By the addition of one pro maintain our four separate higher in fore it could be enacted) would be guide the general assembly in locating | In one other respect the new Unifessor to the engineering faculty of stitutions. Such, however, is not the approximately $600,000. It is confi the university near the city which of |versity of Montana would have ad
the Agricultural and Mechanical col case. University education is always dently believed that in 10 or 15 years fers, all thihgs considered, the best vantage over nearly all state or inlege the university school of engineer and everywhere expensive, but it does the taxable wealth of the state will location for the upbuilding of a great j dependent universities in this coun
We therefore ex try, namely, in the development of a
ing and the school of mines could be not require large sums of money to be doubled, and if this be true the seat of learning.
A summer
abolished without loss to the state. By support a good high school, especially university would have at tne end of press the opinion that a committee Jgreat summer session.
the addition of two professors to the where the buildings including library that period an annual income from this consisting on the one hand two educa school at Missoula, at Helena, at Boze
engineering faculty of the school of and laboratories and other equipment source of more than $1,000,000, equal tors of national reputation and of large man, at Great Falls or at any other
to an endowment of $20,000,000.
experience, men who by reason of their city likely to be recommended as u
•mines both the university engineering are already* provided. An annual in
Hence it will be seen that the con
and
expert
knowledge seat for the university, would furnish
school and the Agricultural and Me come of from $15,000 to $25,000 is ade solidated University of Montana would character
chanical college engineering school quate for the maintenance of a good have in 10 or 15 years from its open would command the respect not only an ideal climate for a summer school.
of the state but of the nation (we In the vast area from Minneapolis to
could be abolished without loss to the secondary school.
ing a financial backing of not less suggest such men as ex-President New York, from New York to Florida,
state. Better still it would be for the
than
$30,000,000,
a
sum
greater
than
the
Polytechnic High Schools.
Jesse, of the University of Missouri; from Florida to Texas, from •Texas to
state to take the money required for
Moreover, it would be possible for present endowment of Harvard or ex-President Northrop, of the Univer Missoula—in all this vast area there
the maintenance and equipment of
Columbia, and more than twice as sity of Minnesota; ex-President Angell |are no university centers that could
three schools and thereby secure more the state to donate out of its vast great as that of Yale or of Cornell.
of the University of Michigan; Dr. offer a summer climate so delightful
nearly adequate funds for the support domain still remaining for public
Nor is this all.
The national gov Jacob Gould Schurman of Cornell; Dr.
of one first-class school of engineer schools—a domain of 3,394,284 acres— ernment has in Montana approximate Henry S. Pritchett, president of the as that bracing, invigorating summer
climate found in its perfection only
ing. It is also an indisputable fact 25,000 acres for each of these sec ly 18,000,000 acres in forest reserves. Carnegie Foundation;
ex-President
that it is possible to maintain as a ondary schools. Such an allotment of In the eastern and southern states the Charles W. Eliot of Harvard; Presi in Montana, a climate known to all
university department a teachers’ col public lands would doubtless give to government has practically nothing in dent Nicholas Murray Butler of Co persons who have visited the Glacier
each of them in time an endowment
park and the Yellowstone. Summer
lege for one-third the money that
forest reserves, and, moreover, there lumbia university; President Van Hise
would be required to maintain a sep- of a half million or more—an endow are those who are constantly appeal of the University of Wisconsin; Presi students would find here in Missoula
ment larger than that of many good
a region as grand and inspiring as
erate and independent institution.
colleges. Indeed, if the four state in ing to the government to buy certain dent Hill of the University of Mis that of Switzerland—lofty and forestThe Agricultural and Mechanical
stitutions were consolidated, it would parts of the Appalachian ranges for souri; President Bryan of the Univer covered mountains, unrivaled scenery,
college and the university are each of
be possible to maintain the present national forest reserves. The govern sity of Indiana; President Wheeler of
fering a number, of arts and science efficiency in each of them and to save ment has already spent some $10,000,- the University of California; President beautiful waterfalls, noble rivers and
000 or $12,000,000 for this purpose. David Starr Jordan of Stanford uni valleys as fertile as the valley of the
courses. If the money required to
money enough for the support of five
support two such colleges were con or six secondary schools. We do not, Now, in view of these facts, it is versity—any two of whom might be Nile. Taking advantage of the cheap
centrated in one, this college would be however, advocate for Montana a plan scarcely believable that congress will selected), and on the other hand two summer rates offered by great railway
strong enough to attract a large num so mean and so unworthy of a great refuse, if the matter is properly pre great citizens of the state known for lines to the Yellowstone and Glacier
sented, to donate out of the 18,000,000 their disinterested patriotism and pre parks, students would come from
ber of students who now go to other state.
acres in Montana forest reserves at ferably not living in any of the com every section of the republic to find
states where better libraries and lab
Provision for Common Schools.
least a half a million acres for the peting cities.
These two men might rest and recreation and opportunity
oratories are accessible,
where a
The
Without good common schools no maintenance at the university of a be appointed by the legislature.
greater variety of courses is offered
(Continued on Page Six)
forestry
school,
a
department
of
fish
governor
of
the
state should be chair
and where a larger and abler teaching great state university may be main
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A Progressive Luncheon.

Miss Ona Sloane gave a progres-1
sive luncheon, Monday, at her home Resolutions Favoring Consol
on East Front street, to honor Miss
idation Are Unanimously
Margaret Lucy, bride-elect. Flowers
and favors and heart-shaped place
Adopted.
cards were all in red and white ef
fectively decorating the small tables,
each of which was laid for four
Seventy Missoula residents, gradu
A letter from President Charles R. guests. The young ladles asked to
Yan Hise of the University of Wis have part in Miss Sloane’s hospitality |ates o funiversities in all parts of the
Mesdames
George
Weisel, I nation, unanimously adopted resolu
consin setting forth his views con were:
Freeze, A. E. Leech, Darge, J. J. I tions favoring consolidation at a meet
cerning the plan to consolidate Mon
Lucy, Cooper, Abbon Lucy, Edgar
tana’s educational institutions was Polleys, David Mason, John Clifton, ing held in the Elks’ temple Tuesday
read by the university officials Janu Hugh Sloane; Misses Margaret and evening. Not a single person present
Abbie Sloane, Dorothy Polleys, Evaro was opposed to the consolidation plan.
ary 3. The letter reads:
If anyone was opposed he was con
“The plan submitted to me for the Avery, Cecile and Charline Johnson, spicuously sile.nt.
Gladine
Lewis,
Isabel
iRonan,
Grace
creation of a greater university of
Dan L. O’Hern, a graduate of the
Montana as a more perfect school sys and Mary Rankin, Eva C.offee, Ruth University of Iowa, presided. -Clarence
Worden,
Dorothea
Lockwood,
Irene
tem for the state has been read with
Forbis, Montana, ’12, a man who has
very great interest. There is no ques Murray, Francis Birdsall, Helen Mc attended both the state college and the
Leod,
Edna
Power
and
Phyllis
Gag
tion of the statesmanlike wisdom of
University, told of the duplication of
non.
the fundamental proposal; that is,
courses in the two institutions.
—
that the argicultural and mechanical
James L. Wallace, Mrs. A. W. Rich
Eggleston-Hotchkiss.
PRICE, $ 7 5 .0 0
college, the school of mines, the nor
ter, Dr. T. T. Rider, William Murphy
Cards
announcing
the
wedding
of
mal college and the universty ought
and Rev. H. S. Gatley made speeches
Send
for
“The
Royal
Book,” 32 pages of typewriter information—
Charles
Little
Eggleston,
ex-’14,
and
to be brought together at some one
in favor of the plan. Mr. Murphy made
the finest typewriter catalog ever issued. Yours for a postal card.
place. (Regarding this matter, I have Miss Nondis Hazel Hodgkiss have been i the startling statement that the state
■placed myself on record on various
of Montana spent enough money on
occasions; indeed, I have repeatedly
her four state institutions to send ev
J. D IC K IN SO N , Local Agent.
said that in those states of the west
ery student to an eastern university
where thee higher institutions hav
Royal Typew riter Building
New York City, New York.
and pay all his expenses.
been subdivided, it would be a great
Branches in all principal cities.
Professor L. C. Plant of the Univer
blessing to the state, and would save
sity faculty, refuted the article appear
unnumbered millions if by some dis
ing in The Daily Missoulian alleging
aster of nature all existing structures
that the vote of the state board favor
and materials in them were complete
ing consolidation was not unanimous.
ly destroyed, if, in consequence of
He stated that Messrs. McConnell, Glathis, one higher educational institution
len, Pickett, Leonard and Nye acqui
would replace the several separated
esced in the proposition. All these gen- |
ones.
tlemen either voted for the measure I
“However, as pointed out in the
while attending the meeting or tele
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
C H A R LES L IT T L E EGGLESTON.
plan submitted, this is wholly unneces
graphed their acquiesence later. Gov
sary, for just as a higher education
persons
who are fastidious in their demands for
ernor Norris, presiding, of course, did
should be concentrated so should sec received by university friends of Mr.
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
ondary education be dispersed. It will Eggleston. The wedding took place in not vote, although he sympathizes with
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
be possible to use the existing plants Anaconda, December 25. Mrs. Eggle the plan. Mr. Harmon, state superin
at Bozeman, Butte, Dillon and Mis ston is a talented musician. She comes tendent of public instruction, appar
are
exacting will find in
print
soula for trade schools or agriculture, from Ohio. Mr. Eggleston, more wide- I ently was in favor of the plan. His
shop exactly what they require. The men who
ly known as “Egg,” was a student at successor, H. L. Davee, who took office
mining and mechanical arts.
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
“Between Nebraska and California the University several years. He was a few days ago, is a keen supporter |
there is no state which has had the well known here for his artistic tal of the consolidation plan. According i
to
them printing is more than the mere sticking
wisdom to consolidate its higher edu ent. Much of his work appeared in to Professor Plant, C. H. Hall of Mis
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
cational effort. Therefore the state in the university publications during his |soula desired not to express his opin
understand the real art of printing. This is why
the Rocky mountain region which first student days. Leaving the university ion on the scheme, since he was from
takes advantage of this great oppor two years ago he became artist on the an interested town, although Mr. Hall
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
tunity will inevitably become the lead Anaconda Standard. Mr. and Mrs. Eg- : is believed to be a supporter of con
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
er in higher education among the gleston will be at home in San Fran solidation.
Dr. J. H. Underwood presented the
has individual needs in this direction
great group of Rocky mountain states. cisco after February 1.
following report to correct “ the false I
“Prom the material point of view
shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
impression
aroused
by
the
figures
the anvantages of concentration over
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
printed in The Missoulian” : The lands
dispersion are inestimable. As soon as For Miss Harkins.
Miss Lucile Brewer entertained in |remaining in the grants to the four
the care used in the selection of material.
the state of Montana becomes de
higher institutions in Montana at the
veloped the saving will amount to compliment to Miss Lilia A. Harkins end of 1912, as shown by the land i
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
of
Bozeman,
Sunday
evening,
at
Craig
hundreds o f thousands of dollars a
register’s report, now in press, are:
ected.
We are sure that we can please you.
hall.
The
ladies
assembled
in
Miss
year and that with greater efficiency
Agricultural college ....112,124.99 acres)
than would be possible from a larger Harkins’ honor were Mesdames L. c. (School of mines.......... 65,951.36 acres
sum spent at the several institutions Plant, M. J. Elrod, A. W. Richter, E. F. Normal school .............. 71,380.00 acres
in different parts of the state. How Carey, G. F. 'Reynolds, Mabel K. Hall, i University ..................... 20,367.85 acres
ever, the financial gains are small Misses Eloise Knowles, Nellie Houston,
Total .......................... 269,823.20 acres
compared with the intellectual gains Smith of Billings, Oldridge and the
“ Of this total over 140,000 acres are
which will come to the citizens of hostess. A delicious chafing dish sup
in Beaverhead, Cascade, Fergus, FlatMontana by having in the state a first per was served at a table bright with head, Glallatin, Meagher, Missoula,
class university rather than several Christmas colors in red carnations Powell and Ravalli counties. The es
second or third class higher institu massed with ferns in a graceful center timate of the value of these lands at a
tions of learning. Very respectfully piece and laid with dainty Christmas future probable value of $25 an acre; a
place cards.
yours, CHARLES R. VAN HISE.”
total endowment of $6,745,580, has
been criticised as ‘preposterous.’
“ This criticism is made on the
A Novelty Shower.
NEW ABSENCE RULES
Miss Bessie Wilde entertained at a grounds that 89,258 acres of school
shower yesterday afternoon, in lands were sold at an average of $16.20
PASSED BY FACULTY novelty
compliment to Miss Leona Shryock,! per acre in the past year, and that the
sales in the last two years have been 1
who will be a January bride. Misses
of the pick and choice of the' school
Shirley Shunk, Bess Rhoades, Nell lands, therefore, what is left, presum
The new absence rules, drafted by a Simpkins, Florence Matthews, Cecile
faculty committee, were approved by Kramer, Leona and Addie Shryock |ably, cannot have even in a possible
long period in the future development
the faculty at its meeting Thursday. and the hostess were seated about a of the state, a value higher than that
The rules are:
William A. Bennett, ’ll, visited in returned, after having spent several
luncheon table exquisitely decorated of the lands already sold.
1. All absence from classes or lab with flowers, ferns and favors all in | "Let us analyize this criticism. In Missoula during the holidays. “ Bill” Is weeks at her home in Colorado.
oratories shall be settled with the in yellow and green. Ribbons were laid j the first place these unprecedented now working for a milling company in
Duncan McDonald, who staged the
structor in charge, and all work shall from each guest’s plate to Miss Shry- i sales of school lands, and the fact that i Belgrade.
comic opera “The Talk of the Town”
be made up at his direction.
ock’s plate, and when she obeyed the the total receipts from all sales in 1912
W. Emmett Ryan, ’ll, of Dupuyer,
2. Reports on scholarship as to sat behest of her hostess and “pulled the were $1,306,892, nearly one-sixth of also visited here during Christmas for the associated students four years
isfactory or unsatisfactory work shall strings,” she drew a variety of dainty |the receipts from the sale of lands in week. “Husky” is teaching school in ago, has been retained toy the Missoula
the whole history of the state, might
Suffrage club to stage a play for them.
be made every six weeks to the office and useful gifts to use in 'her new I reasonably be considered as ground Teton county.'
Wayne Johnson, ex-’13, has a clerk
and there recorded and immediately home.
for -expecting a rise in land values.
Miss 'Stewart, dean of women, has ship in the state senate" and will re
referred to the deans in the schools of
“In the second place the correspon
main in Helena during the session of
law and engineering and to the com Dancing Party.
dent has evidently confused the school
land is sold at $60; and more’ of it is the legislature.
mittee on scholarship in the College
The Sigma Chis celebrated Christ- 1 and higher education grants.
held
still
higher.
The
sales
of
the
uni
of Arts and Sciences. Also weekly mas Eve most pleasantly and inform- | “The receipts from lands, exclusive
Miss Uline, sister of Diana Uline, ’15,
versity lands in the last years, which,
attendance reports shall be made in ally at their home on University ave- I of lease and interest, from the grants in the terms of the writer, were al has registered for post-graduate work.
for
higher
educational
institutions
the same manner and referred to the nue. Dancing and delicious refresh
Miss Stewart returned yesterday
from the beginning to November 30, ready picked over, averaged a higher
deans and the proper committee.
ments made a delightful evening for 1912, as shown by the treasurer’s re- j value per acre than the presumably from a visit to -Helena. She attended
3. All cases of persistent or fla the guests and out-of-town members port in 1910 and the unpublished re more choice lands previously sold.
an equal suffrage convention in that
grant absence or deficiency in schol of Sigma Chi who were home for the) port of 1912, have been for the 116,“The average quoted by the critic city.
arship shall be reported to the deans holidays. Those present were Mr. and 740.28 acres sold, an average of $15 an for all school lands yet unsold would
Grace Rankin, ’12, is a Helena vis
or to the committee' on attendance or Mrs. Harold Berry, Misses Lucile Mar acre. This average takes no account be an endowment of over $50,000,000
itor. She also attended the suffrage
scholarship who, together with the shall, Bess Rhoades, Alice Harden- of the payments not yet made on the for schools without any advance of the
convention held there.
instructor shall deal 'with the offend burgh, Bess Epperson, Diana Uline, lands sold. The data as to this is not average, without calling attention to
Robert Borland is with a lumber
ing student.
Ruth Greenough, Francis Birdsall and at hand. If it were the average would the fact that a half million of these
be considarably higher. It would not acres are now being transferred from company at St. Ignatius, Idaho. Bob
Merle. Kettlewell;
Messrs. Thayer,
seem unreasonable to expect the re the federal to the state government
Professors Underwood, Whitlock, Stoddard, Peter Ronan, Fiske Marshall, maining acreage to be sold at an aver at a value announced at $20,000,000. finished his semester’s work during the
Richter, Kemp and Plant attended the Emmett Ryan, Walter Marshall, Wayne age much higher than the average This would certainly balance all the holidays.
R. Justin Miller spent a few days in
last meeting of the state board of edu- ^Johnson, Herbert Molchoir, Pat Mc price of the last 20 years and more.
-bad lands there may be in the rest of
Helena this week.
Carthy and Fred Whisler.
cation.
“As a matter of fact, some of this the land.”

President of Wisconsin Uni
versity Sees Wisdom in
Consolidation.
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The Latest Model of Any Typewriter on the Market
Has Two-Color Ribbon, Back-Spacer, Tabulator and
many new and valuable patented features that
other typewriters do not have.

Royal Typewriter Company

The Missoulian

The Missoulian
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The Missou
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Missoulian Publishing Company

West Main Street, Missoula.
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BASKETBALL
[SIXTEEN MEN
[STUDENTS IN
IS BOOMING OU T FO R TEAM! FA V O R OF PLAN

Cortrell &Leonard
A LB A N Y , NEW YORK,

makers of

Three Teams Practice Under Coach Dockstader Retains! University People in Special
Coach Mustaine Every
| Sixteen Stars in College
Assembly, Discuss the
Merger Plan.
Evening.
I
Basketball Squad

Caps

Scandinavian American
State Bank
MISSOULA, M O N TA N A

and

General Banking
Business Transacted.

Gowns

3 per cent Paid on Sav
ings Deposits.

I
Eighteen members of the university
Wh:reas, A state-wide movement
' Kaimin Correspondence:
To the American Col
basketball squad reported to Coach
State college, Jan. 8.—Basketball [ has been inaugurated, to consolidate
leges from the Atlantic
Mustaine last night. This does not practice has continued with unabated |the four state institutions of higher
to the Pacific.
|
interest
at
the
college
during
the
past
education
in
Montana;
and.
nearly comprise all the available ma
Class Contracts a Specialty.
Whereas, Such a consolidated uni_
terial. More men will report this week, and the team is fast rounding
: into shape. Probably never before versity . would have a nation-wide
Correct Hoods for all
week. An epidemic of colds and la j has a first team had the advantage standing; would confer degrees which
Degrees.
grippe is keeping some, of the players Iof such excellent practice as they are would be on a par with those of any
Our Specialty is
out of the game. But it is thought Inow getting from the second and other great university in the nation;
would, through concentration and spe
that by the end of the week at least ! third teams. Each evening the cham- cialization, enormously increase the
F IN E H A IR C U T T IN G
' pions are put through two fast 15- efficiency of higher education in Mon department stated the advantages <‘f
25 or 30 will be out reguiany. Thus
|minute halves with these teams and tana; would, because of its cosmopoli- consolidation to an engineer as being j
far the freshmen have the most ma j they have to keep moving every min tain spirit and greater opportunities better equipment and faculty and the
Cor. Basement at Nonpareil
terial on the floor. All the. players of ute to keep the ball from going too for academic and athletic pursuits, toe increased significance of the engineer’s
last season with the exception of Dan often into their o\yn basket. Even of untold advantage to the youth of diploma. He said that an engineer
140 North Higgins Ave.
Connors are back, and are showing against such strong opposition, the Montana, and would be of great eco need the associations and some college
good form.
regulars are showing wonderful speed nomic advantage to the state as a courses that could be had only in a
whole; and, .
The men were given a stiff workout for so early in the season.
university.
Whereas, The state board of educa
last night. Team No. 1, composed of
Lucious Forbes was selected as be
Out of the squad of 30 men, Coach tion has approved unanimously the
the veterans Craighead, center; Mc Dockstader has found it advisable to plan for consolidation with the object ing a representative of the university
Carthy and Whisler, forwards; Gervis j retain only sixteen for the remainder of creating a greater University of without respect to departments. Mil
and Sheedy, guards, played team No. of the season. It was impossible to Montana, and has submitted the pro dred Ingalls spoke of consolidation
2, composed o f freshmen with Tabor, |give such a large number as first posal to the Montana legislature; and, from the teacher's viewpoint. Her ar
Whereas, Educators, teachers, col
center; Cummings and Denhart, for Ireported the proper amount of coach
gument was that the Normal school
wards; Griffith and Lansing, guards. ing, and all could not be given an op- lege men and business men in every students who are allowed to teach only
part
of Montana have voiced their
The game was fast and rough, but Iportunity to play every evening. In
in elementary schools, need the asso
showed the keen rivalry existing ]order to eliminate this difficulty, only earnest indorsement of the movement ciation with students in the university
and have everywhere pledged their
among the. players. The freshmen, due
moral and political support to the department of education who can teach
L. W. HUNT,
to the superb work of Tabor, madej
cause of securing the necessary legis only in higher schools without exami
a runaway race of it, despite the ex- i
lation to make consolidation possible; nation. The standard of teachers in
Student Agent.
cellent guarding of Gervais and
and,
the state would also be raised by an
Whereas, The fate of the movement
Sheedy. Tabor seemed to have his
for consolidation rests with the legis education in a department of the uni
’eye" last night and made baskets |
lative assembly, now in session at versity.
i.rom all angles and distances. He
Helena, and its action will be largely
Pat Kelly spoke for the Law school.
was assisted by the sure passing of
based upon a consideration of the at Alice Mathewson set forth the advan
Cummings and Lansing.
Griffith j
titude and opinion of those in Mon tages of consolidation to , girls with
makes an excellent guard and is not
tana most directly concerned with
special reference to the courses in do
to be pushed around promiscuously as
For a Cup of
higher education; and,
Whereas, This movement is . of vi mestic science now given only in the
a smaller man would be.
tal concern to every body of students Agricultural college
“Vets” Show Form.
Good Coffee and
in institutions of higher learning in
Montana; and,
Of the last year's men lige Gervais
Whereas, We, as a body of students
THE LAW SCHOOL
Quick Lunch
and Sheedy are showing mid-season
in one of these institutions will de
form. This is due to the fall practice
rive, in common with the student bod
;they have had. McCarthy seemed un
(.Continued From Page Two.)
Go. to
ies of our sister institutions, the great
able to hit his stride and did not play
est degree of benefit from consolida his books, and starts to work. As
his usual game, but at that showed j
tion; therefore, be it
flashes o f form by several quick and j
Resolved, That we, the students of time goes by, cold weather comes, the
clever passes. It is nearly impossible
the University of Montana, in special radiators are turned on, the rush of
assembly,
earnestly and emphatically
to judge Whisler’s ability by his prac- j
BROOKE H A R TM A N .
indorse the plan for consolidation and devitalized carbon-dioxide starts for
ticing. He never puts the ginger in
Basketball Captain M. S. C.
for the establishment of a greater uni the law department, and the law stu
practice play that he does in a b i g _____________________
versity and pledge ourselves individu
game. Those who saw him play last. three teams were retained, and these ally to active effort in this behalf, to dent is invited to get down in such
season claim that he is the fastest Will be given the full attention of the the end that the legislation necessary an environment and dig out abstruse
man ever seen on the local floor.
coach. When the interclass series to consummate the proposed plan may problems, which under the most fa
"There is to be no loafing this year,” j start everyone will be given an op- be enacted at the present session of vorable conditions, to the most en
says Coach Mustaine.
Everybody portunity to play the great indoor the legislature.
thusiastic student, becomes at times, a
must come and fight for his position. Igame.
fearful grind. He can’t study any
No favoritism will be shown, and all j Arrangements are fast being com- j The foregoing set of resolutions was where else, because his citations are
positions will be filled. The univer- ! pieted and a schedule arranged, which j drafted by LaRue Smith and intro to be found only in the reporters in
sity team will be represented by the
take the Blue and Gold on one duced at the special assembly of stu the law library. Under ordinary cir
strongest team it is possible for me. to j of the most extensive trips ever at- dents held in convocation hall Tuesday j cumstances this would be one of the
pick. We have, an abundance of splen- , tempted by a state college team, morning. They were adopted by the Imost valuable features of the Law
did material, and if those who are out,)
latter part of February will see students without a dissenting vote.
School of the University of Montana,
and those who will soon be out, w ill;
team on its second tour, which will
The meeting was a special assembly! because it brings the student into
105 East Cedar St.
come regularly and play with the right j .take the. team out through Western held to discuss consolidation. Similar close touch with the real sources, a
spirit, I see no reason why the basket- Montana and into Washington and meetings were held in each of the Ithing rendered impossible in the
ball championship should not come to o regon.
other state institutions. It is hoped larger school by the larger numbers
the university.”
u
e . , .
that the students in the different col- j in the classes.
„
' ,
,
,
I
Home Schedule Heavy.
Practice starts every evening at 5 j
leges can get together in the work j Under the present circumstances the
HEADQUARTERS FOR
o’clock sharp, and players should be
^ e schedule at home will also be for consolidation and boost for the
rooms are entirely inadequate both for
dressed and ready to play on time, ja heavy one, as many of the best united university without consideration
study and recitation purposes, and the
Physical examinations of all players traveling aggregations in the coun of its location.
facts presented above show clearly
will be taken as soon as possible, and jtry
clash during the season with
Professor Palmer introduced his pub- j enough that it is impossible to expect
all men will be kept in the best pos- j *h® collegians.
Games
with the
licity plan, which will give out-of-town j standard law work from students
sible condition. All bruises and sore j Mines and the Varsity will also be
students a chance to work through j working under conditions that would
spots will betaken care of and no man scheduled, and upon these contests
their home papers. Professor Palmer j be discountenanced in a fourth class
will be. allowed to play who 14 not in j will hang the state championship,
will furnish all the “dope” to the stu- j depot. An afternoon’s work in the
first cl&ss condition.
*
JItcports from the lcittcr institution
The Schedule.
indicate that they will be represented dents and they will send it to th e! law library incapacitates the worker
newspapers in their home towns. The |from further effectual effort for about
The inter-class basketball series will ■hy a strong aggregation, which will
312-314 Higgins Avenue
toe started at once. Manager Klebe is : niake M. S. C. hustle to retain the purpose of this plan is to create senti- Itwo days after. A small attack of cold
ment in
favor of
consolidation1or grippe is followed by a general ep
whipping things into shape and plans Ichampionship, which she has never
to have a “ big” night the, opening |l°st since winning it away back in throughout the state. After the meet- Iidemic among the law students. Are
game. Two games have been ache- 1900- The college has a hard season ing a list was made of all students! not these symptoms sufficient to jus
duled with .the State College, the first Ibefore her and one which will tax who would undertake the work and the j tify interest in a change? It is fu
here, January 31, and the second at j th« strength of every member on the papers they would represent. Nearly j tile, perhaps, for the students of the
every paper in the state is now repre- j law department, to object to these
Bozeman, February 21. A game with team
to
carry it throughsuccessfully.
conditions. It may be regarded as a College Men’s Haircutting and Mas
Gonzaga some time in February, is
Those who will practice from now sented by a student.
President Cameron of the A. S. U. M. Ilack of gratitude on their part for the
saging. The best of attention.
on are: Hartman, Gosman, Ross,
hanging in the air.
Under First Natl. Bank Bldg.
Wilcomb, E. Hodgkiss, Maddox, Blinn, is still on his eastern trip so the meet- i beneficent treatment which they have
Lott, Wilson, W. Hodgkiss, Cotner, ing was opened by Vice President! already received at the hands of the
W AR.
Fluhr, Baxter, Milburn, H. Seamans Freeze who turned it over to Manager state government. It is, however, well
Armitage.
to note that it is equally futile for the
and Spain.
If men went forth in shrouds
Armitage stated the general purpose state government and the people of
Instead of trappings gay,
of the meeting as a desire to get an I the state of Montana to expect to
R E VE N G E IS S W E E T.
How many to the battlefield
opinion of the student body on consol- |maintain a standard institution under
Room 46 Higgins Blk., Missoula, Mont.
Would ever march away?
Cholly—He called you an insignif idation. He had selected a program o f ! such. conditions. Our greatest effort
speakers from different departments : during the past year has been to per
Phone 1009.
icant little noodle, did he?
If drums should beat a dirge
suade the young men of the state who
Fweddy—Ya-as; but I got even of the university.
Instead of "Forward! Charge!”
would
otherwise
go
to
eastern
insti
Paul
Dornblaser,
captain
of
the
1912!
with him, bah Jove! I wrote him a
How many of the regiments
lettah, signed it “Youahs wespect- football team, spoke on “The Value of j tutions, to come to the University of
Would reach the foeman’s marge?
Our efforts have been
fully,” and then scwatched out the Consolidation to Athletics.” His points Montana.
If men could only see
were the higher standard of teams crowned with considerable succe^h so
“ wespectfully,” bah Jove!
The Vulture neath the Dove
that would result from increased at - 1 far, but we can expect in future, set
How many with a blood bought peace
She—Oh! Belle's a shirt waist tendance, better coaches and trainers i backs, instead of advance, if we allow K E N N E T H W O LF E , Student Agent
Would ever fall in love?
such conditions to exist.
and increased financial backing.
girl.
525 S. Higgins Avenue
—McLandburg Wilson in N. Y. Sun.
Both Phonea.
—R. JUSTIN MILLER.
W. Burton Smead of the engineering j
He—But she wears a coat of tan.

The

Metropole

Thompson & Marlenee

Florence Steam
Laundry

The Coffee Parlor

Missoula Nursery
Company

J

Chrysanthemums, c a r 
nations, violets, potted
plants, sweet peas and
hand-painted china.

Art Goods and Picture
Frames
Simons Paint and
Paper House

George Miller

The Barber

Dr. R. H. Nelson

Dentist

The Fashion Club

Cleaners, Dyers and Tailors
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RINK FLOODED
FOR GREATER
iLORADO T A F T
INSTITUTION
HERE MONDAY! W ITH SKATERS

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

New Plan Is of Great Signifi Noted Sculptor Coming to First Ice Carnival of the Year
cance .to People of
Missoula on University
Well Attended— Skating
Montana.
Lecture Course.
Is Good.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.

Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana

A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

(Continued from Page 1.) >

Lorado Taft, the famous American
With the carnival Monday night, the
sculptor, fills the next number of the university skating season opened with
lutions be sent to members of the University Lecture Course, and will
state board of. education, the faculties I appear at the Harnois, January 13. A a flourish. The ice was fine; the crowd !
of the institutions concerned, and to splendid pen picture, of him, written , was large and everyone was filled with ,
AFTER THE SHOW
the spirit of the occasion. The relay i
the press of the state.
by Martyn Johnson, recently appeared race, the big event of the evening, was j
Alumni Resolutions.
come in for a cup of
in L.vceumite and Talent:
won by a university team over four
The Alumni association of the uniAs ■the door of Mr. Taft’s studio high school skaters. Smead, Ronan,
A
HOT
CHOCOLATE
1versity adopted the following resolu- closes behind one he finds himself in
Deschamps and Dornblaser skated for j
itions:
I the atmosphere of quite another world
or other hot or cold
“Whereas, the board of education than that of the stre.et, where all is the university, while Whaley, Kemp, j
!has unanimously adopted a plan for I confusion and noise; here there is al Anderson and Matthews represented,
'drinks
the consolidation of the four state in most a breathless silence hanging the high school.
BOTH PHONES
The prize was a box of cigars, do- j
stitutions of higher education in Mon about the bare room with the mysteBell 117
Ind. 431
Nonpareil
tana, and has pledged itself to use ail |riously draped figures, the half-shape- nated by Owen Kelley. The pair of
130-132
Higgins
Avenue
' honorable means to forward the I less forms of damp clay and the deft skates, given by the Missoula Mercan-'
Confectionery
;movement; and
fingered students in their long, earth- tile company to the best fancy skater,.
“Whereas,
the'
Montana
State stained aprons. At once it is felt that was won by Oarl Anderson. A prize i
Teachers’ association has expressed its here is the quiet of thought, of work, |of stocking caps was offered by B. & i
•desire to co-operate in every honor- of realization; it is restful and quite I A to the winners of the couple race.
.able way in the creation of the greater j the natural setting for the tall, gray These were won by Tom Matthews I
University of Montana; and
eyed man who is the animating genius and Miss Martin. The men's race
was won by Tom Matthews. The prize
“Whereas, all thoughtful citizens of this little domain.
was a season ticket to the university i
see in the plans the opportunity for
' an effective centralized university,
rink. There were several prizes of
freed from petty contentions, and enfered for ladies’ contests, but no lady
?• ?• ?•
i abled to give to its youth a broad 'basis
contestants appeared.
"of education in all its varied aspects,
•Molchoir and Lansing of the Cafe du
Your patronage respectfully so
and to the state enlightenment and
Rinque. did a rushing business. Their i
■efficiency in its developing interests;
licited.
goodies were in constant demand. Hot
' and
dogs, a la mode, were the best sellers.
611
Woody
St.
Tel. 54
“Whereas, the united alumni of the
The rink is open to the public every,
:four institutions would thus reconcile
afternoon and evening. It is well light
■their differences and would become an
ed with large tungstens.
effective instrument for good, thus
The management reports a good sale SUBMITTED PLAN FOR
. bringing back to the state a better re
of season tickets. These mav be had
turn than is now possible; and
at the rink house for two dollars.
GREATER UNIVERSITY
H. H.
• “Whereas, for selfish reasons, since
the alumni realizes that the educa
no other sculptor of the day has done. I
tion they have received and the diplo
This is the splendid achievement of
(Continued Fram Page Three)
mas they possess would have immeas
the man. Through the disguise of a
for
study
at the great summer school
urably greater recognition than is now
material age he has grasped all but of the university.
Great professors
possible and that the greater Univer
unconscious spiritual life and has ex from other universities, not so for
sity of Montana would have a defin
pressed for us those vague emotions tunately situated—the big men of the
ite and potent reflex action upon all
which sometimes stir dumbly within' nation as well, ex-presidents, and
graduates of the four institutions prior
us; he has stripped away the artificial members of the supreme court—would
37 N ORTH H IG G IN S A V E N U E
to union; therefore be it
contrivances of our hands and has re welcome the opportunity to rest and to
MISSOULA, M O N TA NA
, “Resolved, That the alumni of the
vealed to us that in, spite of our ap teach in this soul-inspiring region.
Such a university would have in 10
University of Montana, now residing in
parent indifference, our contentment,
our pre-occupation, there is something years after its opening at least 4,000 or
Missoula, hereby pledge themselves to
we yearn for, something we seek, how 5,000 students. It would thus be placed
use their best efforts to bring about
ever blindly. The great wonder of Mr. among the foremost universities of the
the consolidation of the said insti
world. If Montana is able to escape
Taft’s success is that he has touched the mistakes of the older and greater
tutions.”
us so poignantly through so objective universities, and this she may do if her
and unresponsive a medium as marble citizens have foresight and wisdom,
LORADO T A F T , SCULPTOR.
music, poetry, the drama, painting, all there are persons now living who shall
ORIGINAL PRANKS
At first glance one knows that Mr. these stir us more or less emotionally see upon Montana’s soil the largest, the
AT ANNUAL HI JINX Taft is a talker; a stranger would to a keen consciousness that the life greatest, the most splendidly endowed
guess him to be a scholar or literary of the flesh is not the true life, but and equipped university of America, if
man rather than a sculptor, for there it has remained for Mr. Taft to speak not of the world—a university such as
Francis B'acon, painting pictures upon
A good place to have
(Continued from Page 1.)
is that simplicity of manner, that poise so intimately through a piece of cold, the curtains of the future, saw upon
which one instinctively associates with white stone.
an
Island
in
the
far
west,
a
university
your
Cleaning and Presspersonation and clever local hits which the higher intellectual pursuits, and
Perhaps better than anything else which would “ have for the object of its
were highly appreciated.
done.
there are none of those bizarre, ear in his Chicago studio two things, a foundation a study of the causes and
The frosh was initiated in an orig marks of Bohemia, the long hair, the painting and a cast, express the na- the secret notions of things and the en
inal playlet by the Smead-Vealey com flowing tie, the untidy disregard for ture, of the man’s spirit. The paint largement of the boundaries of the
pany. Even on the stage the frosh dress with which the public has grown ing is bv h^s brother-in-law, Charles human empire to the attainment of all
gets the best of it this year. It was to identify the artistic profession.
Francis Brown. It is of the moonlit things possible.” As a mere money
proposition—and this we consider the
if you get your skates
an amusing little play, extremely well |
One is immediately attracted by th e! river valley at Oregon, 111.. Mr. Taft’s lowest of all considerations for its es
done. Colin Clements made his bow
sharpened at
frank gray eyes, quite friendly in their |home. From the brow of the hill we tablishment—such a university would
to the. public in several impersonation^ I
gaze and with a fleeting light of look past the deep black of silhouetted be worth many millions to Montana.
He has been heard of before. It is
J.
trees across the pale expanse of river
P. REINHARD
We believe that all the progressive
rumored that he sings love songs laughter. As he talks one sees that his and woor, vague, as a shadow dream. alumni of each of our state institu
104 W E S T M A IN ST.
adorably, .but if so, it was to smaller i hanr and beard are turning gray, that The impression of solitude, silence, of tions—we venture to hope that all pro
the high brow has arching lines upon
HARDWARE
audiences. His appearance at Hi Jinx
gressive
citizens—will
favor
the
pro
the almost too poignant beauty Of a
was most successful, his impersonation it, and that the mouth, tough par- summer night; it is one of those rare posed consolidation, because the alum
CROCKERY
tially
concealed’
by
the
beard,
Is
sen'
of the Swede being as charming in |
moments when the petty aspects o f , ni themselves will lose nothing—but,
sitive,
grave
in
repose,
but
quick
to
on the contrary, will greatly gain—
Light Repair Work.
costume as in accent.
smile. It is the mobile face o f a life are hushed to stillness and a man j should such a plan be effected. We
The Black Friars Quartette 'had dreamer, a poet, clouding at times
“becomes aware of his life’s flow
Keys
Fitted, Locks and
think it just for the new university
nothing to say on the subject of con with a shadow of brooding, sad per And hears its winding murmur.”
to consider as its alumni all graduates
Bikes Repaired.
solidation, but they had everything |
In the corner opposite stands a cast of each of the four state institutions
haps, but never morbid, and at times
else to offer in college information
lighting with the joy of youth, free of “The Solitude of the Soul.” Three , the degrees and honors that were con
from qualifications to faculty idiosyn- |
from cynicism of distrust. In the pres- I figures reel under the consciousness ferred by these institutions should be
crasies.
ence of this man anything artificial of individuality—that terrible tragic j recognized f«revet by the board and
faculty of the new. Immeasurable
After the program several hours
withers away, and forgetting the fine loneliness which sometimes envelopes will be the gain even to the present
were consumed in distributing the
fame of the man, one only is conscious a man. The figures, though close to generation. But a university is not
gifts from the Christmas stocking, and
of a fine personality, one that has each other, barely touch, symbolizing for the present generation alone. It
Repairing a Specialty
the evining wound up with an in_
tasted deeply of the passions of the the profound ignorance in which we is a foundation for all time. It looks
formal dance.
114 EAST M A IN S T R E E T
human heart, yet smiles with no mem- |live with even the nearest and dearest. |to the generations to come. It should
Montana
ory of bitterness. Mr. Taft is essen- I This was the. first impression of Mr. be as enduring as tjie republic itself. Missoula,
H IG G IN S INTRODUCES BILLS, j tially sane and healthy in his outlook
Taft’s mature art. It took a medal at Future generations for perhaps thou
Ronald Higgins of Missoula has in- t on life, and one cannot imagine his
sands of years will bless the men and
the Buffalo exposition and a gold
troduced in the' lower house of the leg- ' giving expression to any of the cryptic medal at the St. Louis fair. At once women whose wisdom and foresight
islature a bill providing for the estab conceptions which mar a subjective art people realized that there was some have made it possible for Montana
youth to enjoy educational advantages
lishment of a college of forestry in the Iwith their erotic distortions.
thing more than a statute, it was alive as good as may be obtained anywhere
University and another asking that the
From all this it will be judged that with feeling and spoke to them of their on this earth. The consummation of
state constitution be amended that a
Mr. Taft is an idealist; he is, but his own emotions of passion and sorrow. the plan herein outlined will shed
N E X T TO BRIDGE
mill tax may be levied for the support fe.et are firmly planted on the same Hundreds of letters poured in to the splendor upon the whole state of
of state educational institutions.
earth we workaday mortals thread, artist asking an explanation; poems |Montana and contribute to the com
and h’e language is such as is intel were written about it, and this makes, monwealth glory enough to satisfy
the ambition of whole generations of
AN EM O TIO N A L DAMSEL.
ligent to those whose thought is of Mr. Taft believe that he has actually men. This mountain empire now oc
(From the Indianapolis Sun.)
|commerce rather than art. Indeed, one touched a vital chord. One, night the cupies geographically the top of this Pipes and Smokers’ Articles, HandA few minutes later a patrol wagon feels that Mr. Taft’s enthusiasm em charwoman looked up from her scrub
continent. The creation of such a uni
dashed up to the house and as Detec
painted Cigar Jars
tives Bergin and Kellner ran into the braces many other aspects of life, than bing in the studio and timidly asked' versity as we propose will place it
those in his particular art, and just the famous man the meaning of the intellectually at the top of the great
house, Miss Dyer shouted:
HEIM BACH’S
est republic of the world.
-fl.u heir.,wjOzta D.eand .....t mb mb b because this is true he touches us as figures.

Union Market
Good, Clean Shop
Fancy Meats
Fine Poultry

J

Any Christmas
Pictures to Frame

Thomas F. Farley
Company

Reliable Grocers

McKay Studio

Higgins Block

Bateman and
Company

DRUGS, BOOKS
STATIONERY.

The Butte
Cleaners

J. D. Rowland

Jeweler and Optician

Missoula Art Co.

Artistic Photographing
Brazier’s Candy

